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THE  FINNIC-MORDVINIC lepp*

Abstract. The noun leppä (or one of its phonetic variants) is used as a name for
’alder (Alnus)’ in Finnic, Mordvinic and Lapp. The same word denotes ’bleed-
ing’ as well as ’blood of a killed animal’ or — as in some dialects — just ’fish
or seal blood’. On the Western Estonian islands the word is also used to refer
to a reddish colour. In addition, the stem has produced several names for
’ladybird’ used in Finnish, Karelian, Ingrian, Votic and Estonian. Some linguists
tend to consider ’alder’ as the primary sense of the lexeme in Finnic, while some
others hold that the original sense is ’blood’. With some hesitation the word has
been suggested to be a Baltic loan. Here a new hypothesis is advanced: the Finnic
lepp(ä) could possibly be an early Indo-European loan originally meaning ’paint’.

1. ’Tree’ and ’blood’

All Finnic and Mordvinic names for alder (Alnus) have a lepp-stem:
Finnish, Karelian, Ingrian, Votic leppä, Lude lep(p≤e), Veps lep, Estonian
lepp, Livonian liep^a, Erzian lÍepe, Moksha lÍepä (SKES 288; SSA 2 : 64—65).
The Lapp words liepp, lei'be, læi'be, etc. ’alder’ sound close to them. The
post-Ice-Age ground of the present-day Estonian territory has been grow-
ing alder since the 7th millennium BC (EEA 33).

The same name as is used for alder refers in Finnic dialects also to the
blood of a killed animal, as well as to the blood or liquid mixed with
blood issuing from a living body (e.g. from a wound) (see map 1). In
the Suistamo dialect of Karelian, for example, the case of a cow yielding
milk with blood admixture is referred to as lehmä leppiä lypsää, lit. ’the
cow is milking blood’ (KKS III 65); bovine haematuria is described as ni•¶em»˝
kuz^ub á l‡ie^pp»˝ ’the cow is urinating blood’ in the Ir ºe Livonian (Kettunen
1938 : 199), and as lehmä leppiä by Finns of Korpilahti (SMSA), etc. The
herb used to treat the illness has been called leparoht by an informant
representing the Pärnu-Jaagupi dialect of Estonian (EM).

Part of Finnish dialect speakers call pure animal blood veri, whereas
admixtures (e.g. flour) change the term into leppä, which is also the name
for dough made with blood. Finnish, in particular the dialects of Savo,
uses the lepp-stem in reference to various blood-containing foods, such as
leppee, leppäleipä ’blood bread’, leppärieska ’blood-containing bread of
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barley’, leppälettu ’pancake made with blood’, lepäkäs, leppäkisko ’blood
dumpling’, etc (Lönnrot 1874 : 917; Rapola 1922 : 112—113; Nirvi 1944b :
239—240; SMSA). In Karelian, Livonian and Estonian dialects, however,
the lepp-stem refers to blood mainly in the vocabulary of fishermen and
seal hunters.

There is hardly any doubt that in the above cases of lepp(ä) denoting
both blood and alder, one and the same word is used. An association
between alder and blood is revealed in the religious practices of several
peoples. The Finno-Ugrians are known to have considered alder a soul-
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Map 1. The Finnic lepp(ä) in the sense of ’blood’.

’blood’

’liquid mixed with blood; 
fish blood; seal blood’



tree, i.e. the dwelling place of a soul after leaving the body, while the red
sap was, indeed, believed to be blood (Lehtisalo 1934 : 76). There are several
reports of the Finnic people to have used alder, its twigs, leaves and sap
in magic rites and healing (Holmberg 1913 : 201; Lehtisalo 1934; Viires
1975 : 100—101). The North Lapp people called their hunting sprite, who
was also the tutelary spirit of the bear, leib-olmai, lit. ’alder man’. To win
the benevolence of that spirit the Lapp women were to sprinkle their men
returning from a successful hunt with a liquid made red by means of alder
crumbs (Holmberg 1915 : 85—86).

Which of the two meanings is primary is still an open question. Some
scholars claim that the original name referred to the tree, later spreading
on to its red sap and, further, to the pigment made from its bark. Blood,
however, would be called ’alder sap’ for euphemistic reasons (e.g. Toivo-
nen 1943 : 159; Nirvi 1944b : 247—249). This opinion is supported by the
association of blood with various taboos. It was believed, for example, that
before killing an animal or catching fish, the common word for ’blood’
should never be pronounced, or otherwise the game would be warned and
escape (Nirvi 1944b : 253—254).

Another widespread point of view prefers ’blood’ as the original mean-
ing of leppä, later lending its name to alder for the red sap of the tree.
According to August Ahlqvist the semantic development could have pro-
ceeded as follows: leppä ’blood’ + puu ’tree’ = leppäpuu ’alder’, lit. ’blood
tree’, later shortened into leppä ’alder’ by ellipsis (1871: 72). This view-
point has been shared by many a later scholar, incl. Uuno Holmberg (1913
: 201), Julius Mägiste (1928 : 25) and M. Airila (1940 : 139). Although the
above etymology would account for the genesis of the name of alder, the
weakness of the hypothesis is revealed as soon as the areal distributions
of the two meanings are compared. Notably, the geographic argument
seems to date leppä as a tree name of the Finnic-Mordvinic period, which
was earlier than the time when the word is assumed to have been intro-
duced in Proto-Finnic, meaning ’blood’ (Nirvi 1944b : 247).

2. Colour term

A consideration of the common feature of the two notions suggests a third
possibility for both — ’blood’ and ’alder’ — being secondary from the aspect
of originality. In the Western Estonian islands lepp Gen. lepu (Saaremaa,
Muhu) and Nom., Gen. lepu (Hiiumaa) are used as adjectives denoting a
reddish colour, while the most frequent object of reference is a light yellow-
ish-red horse. A report from Muhu claims quite resolutely that leppu `lehma
põle, obu oo lepp ’there’s no cow of a lepp colour, only horse’. In Hiiumaa
the semantic field is less restricted. Older records contain, e.g. the follow-
ing sentence: lepo on roosa ja ponase vahe p™™l, `öölda tatt l™heb lepogs,
kut veri nenast `välja toleb ’lepo is somewhere between pink and red, snot
is said to get that colour when the nose bleeds’ (Emmaste, 1933). Later
records (1957—1967) indicate that lepu has been used to describe a vague
faded brown of cloth, yarn, or dead blossoms. The explanations for lepu
as a colour term, found in the Estonian Dialect Archives are beige, orange,
whitish red, yellowish red, and reddish yellow, in newer material also
yellowish grey and greyish brown.
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The above colour term has been analysed as a diminutive of the word
for blood < lepp(ä) + oi (Mägiste 1928 : 24; Saareste 1962 : 235). On the
other hand, as some informants have described the hue by comparing it
to the colour of (barked) alder, the name of the tree has also been regarded
as a plausible origin of the colour term (Koski 1983 : 99). Note that informant
interpretations should be taken with some caution as those may easily be
folk-etymologically biased.

Studies of the dialect material of cognate languages have not provided
direct evidence of the leppä-lexeme being used there as a colour adjective.
Widespread, however, is the use of leppä- (Estonian lepa-) as the first com-
ponent in compound Finnic names for ’ladybird’, e.g. Finnish leppä|kerttu,
-pirkko, Karelian leppälintu, Ingrian leppätiira, Votic leppä|lintu, -tiiro
and Estonian lepa|triin(u), -lind, lit. ’red bird’, -härg, lit. ’red bull’ (ALE
1990 : 162, map 44). A. Saareste surmises that such names may have been
motivated by the red colour of the beetle, referring to lepp as a word mean-
ing ’blood’ (1924 : 83). Also, the lepp-component stands for colour in the
names of several small red birds, e.g. Estonian lepalind, Finnish, Ingrian,
Karelian leppälintu ’redstart (Phoenicurus)’; Finnish lepinkäinen ’red-backed
shrike (Lanius)’, etc. (SSA 2 : 64). According to linguists the names are
motivated by the red or reddish-brown feathers of the birds, even though
folk etymology sometimes associates them, erroneously, with the alder tree
(Suolahti 1906 : 141—142; Mäger 1967 : 166—167).

A comparison of the areal distribution of the ladybird names with lepa-
as an attributive component, with the old map compiled by A. Saareste (1924
: 82) reveals that the standard Estonian word lepatriinu has considerably
expanded its territory, in particular in Southern and Western Estonia. This
is illustrated by map 2, where the older material (collected by A. Saareste)
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Map 2. lepp, lepu and lepa- in the sense of ’red’ in Estonian dialects.

’reddish hue’
part of the word for ’ladybird’ (older reports)
part of the word for ’ladybird’ (newer reports)
part of the term for some other beetle or
a reddish bird



has been differentiated from the newer records available in the Estonian
Dialect Archive now, yet missing from A. Saareste’s map of 1924. The map
demonstrates that the Estonian dialect terms for birds and the ladybird,
having lepa- as their initial component, occur mainly inland, while the
colour term lepp/lepu is characteristic of the Insular dialect. Most of the
North Estonian dialects are thus familiar with the use of the lepp-stem in
a colour-denoting function. According to map 1, the Estonian lepp may
also mean fish or seal blood, or a liquid mixed with blood, but this use
is much more restricted areally. The case may probably be interpreted as
a euphemistic use of a colour noun.

Analogous euphemistic uses of words for ’red’ when speaking of blood
(esp. animal blood) are not infrequent in other languages, both Finnic and
non-Finnic. Many such cases can be found in Finnish dialects, e.g. puna,
pune, punainen (SMSA), or Karelian: ruskie (KKS V 196), etc (see Nirvi 1944a
: 98—99). In Kiestinki North Karelian there is a word punaisputro, lit. ’red
porridge’ meaning a porridge cooked with blood (KKS IV 502). Bovine haema-
turia is called punatauti ’red disease’ in Finnish, Karelian and Votic dialects
(SKES 640; VKS 4 : 343). An analogous name sarkana vaina, lit. ’red disease’
is used by the Latvian (Vidzeme) neighbours of Southern Estonians (report
from the Vidzeme collection by Elga Kagaine). When a cow is taken ill with
this disease a speaker of the Renko dialect of Finnish would say: lehmät
tulee punaselle, lit. ’cows are taken ill with red’ (SMSA), while an Estonian
would say lehm kuseb punast ’the cow is urinating red’ (EM), etc.

3. Origin

With some hesitation, the Finnic word lepp(ä) has been classified as a
Baltic loan, while the Mordvinic and Kola-Lapp words could have been
borrrowed from Finnic (Sammallahti 1977 : 123—124; SSA 2 : 64—65). The
North Lapp læi'be, leib etc., are developed from a separate Proto-Baltic
loanword *lea^√pºe (Sammallahti 2001 : 410). In Baltic and Slavic languages
there are phonetically close words denoting the lime tree, e.g. Lithuanian
léıepa, Latvian liepa, Russian lipa. Other words of the same root refer to
such notions as ’to stick; to glue; fish glue; friendly; beautiful’, etc. (Fraenkel
1962 I 375—376). In some Russian dialects the adjectives ëeïûé, -àÿ, -îe
means ’beautiful; good’, e.g. in the Olonetsian and Pskovian dialects of
Russian spoken in a Finnic neighbourhood the word has been used in ref-
erence to a horse: ëeïàÿ ëoøàdü ’fine horse’ (SRNG 368). Further back,
the Baltic and Slavic lexeme has been associated with the Old Indian word
lºepas ’grease, (sticky) paint’ (ME II 410, 503; Fasmer 1967 : 484—485). Hence
the belief that the lime-tree has earned its name for its sticky sap (Fas-
mer 1967 : 499). Phonetically, the earlier Baltic word *lipºa with its short
first-syllable vowel could make a fine equivalent for the Finnic word, except
for the semantic difference that calls the loan relation into question (Vaba
1992 : 574). Considering the importance of practical experience and purpose
in any primitive culture, the notion ’sticky’ serves well to motivate the
name of a lime tree, but as far as alder is concerned, the staining property
is more likely to attract attention.

Considering what has been said above, the Finnic-Mordvinic-Lapp word
in question might perhaps be an early Indo-European or even Proto-Indo-
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European loan originally denoting a pigment. The oldest paintings sur-
vived in the present-day area of the Finnic and Lapp populations are rock
paintings of figures covered with yellowish-red or brownish-red ochre. A
similar brownish-red colour can be achieved by means of alder bark and
blood. The drum skins of Lapp shamans are decorated with paints made
from alder bark and reindeer blood (Manninen 1929 : 275—276). The inner
side of a Khanty shaman drum is also often painted with alder bark paint,
whereas the Altaic people used to paint their drums with brown ochre
(Holmberg 1933 : 353; Lehtisalo 1934 : 83).

The bark of the alders growing in the Finnic area has been known and
used as a dyeing substance since very old times indeed. Both Finnish and
Estonian dialect collections contain numerous descriptions of how yarn,
cloth and various objects (wooden ones included) used to be dyed or painted
red, yellow or brown by means of alder bark. The Estonian compound
colour terms with the lepa-component usually refer to a reddish hue, e.g.
lepakoorepunane, lit. ’alder bark red’, lepalehepunane, lit. ’alder leaf red’,
lepakoldne ’reddish yellow’, lepakoorekollane ’brownish yellow’. From the
Länsipohja dialect area of Finnish (Täräntö, Northern Finland) there is a
report of pihlajasauvoja lepällä punattu ’rowan sticks painted red with alder’,
while leppä is said to be ’a red pigment obtained from alder bark’ (SMSA;
Nirvi 1944b : 248). In Peräpohjala dialect (Kittilä, Northern Finland) Lapps
are said to have coloured thin boot leather lepällä ’with alder’ by chewing
alder rubble and then letting the reddened saliva soak the inner side of the
leather (SMSA). In Kiestinki North Karelian the red sap of some trees (mainly
alder and aspen) is known to have been called leppä (KKS III 65).

Some Finnic people have used alder tan to obtain a vague greyish or
greenish tone, as well as to act as fixative for other pigments. The Insular
dialect of Estonian contains the verb lepitama in the sense ’to dye with bark’.
Such dyeing could be applied to yarn, cloth and fishing nets, which were
boiled in the infusion of alder or buckthorn, either in order to obtain a spe-
cial hue or to prepare ground for the next dye to stick better. At Petsamo,
Karelians are also known to have dyed their fishing nets lepällä ’with alder’.

As in spring the cambium of both black and white alder contains sweet
red sap, children would chew fine alder twigs or pieces of cambium cut
off a bigger tree; as a result of this their mouths became red (suud lepa-
sed) (EM; Viires 1975 : 102). When used in smoking meat, both kinds of
alder contribute not only to the good taste, but also to a nice colour of the
smoked meat (Viires 1975 : 99—100). 

If the Finnic-Mordvinic word with a lepp-stem should indeed originate
in a Proto-Indo-European period, it is hardly worth while to attempt a
phonetic reconstruction as there are several competing ways for it. As for
the semantic aspect, it may have developed the following way.

’pigment’ (?’ochre’) ’brownish-red pigment’

’alder tan’       ’animal blood’    ’red colour’

’alder (tree)’ ’liquid mixed with blood’
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Let us presume that the ancestors of the Finnic peoples borrowed a
word denoting some colouring substance (maybe ochre) in a Proto-Indo-
European dialect in order to refer to their own brownish-red colouring
substances, which were alder bark and blood. From that substance the use
of the word may have extended to the brownish and yellowish-red colour,
which in turn, could serve as the basis for bird and ladybird names with
a lepp-component. The term for the alder tree (Alnus), however, may have
originated in the special feature and function of the tree as a colouring
plant. In this case, neither the role of alder in folk religious and magic
rites nor an association between alder sap and blood need have served as
the true motive for the lepp-name of the tree.
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VILXQ  OQ  (Tallinn)

PRIBALTIJSKO-FINSKOE  I  MORDOVSKOE  lepp

Nazvanie olxhi (Alnus) v pribaltijsko-finskih i mordovskih qzykah imeet osno-
vu lepp. Åtim slovom v pribaltijsko-finskih dialektah oboznaäaetsq krovx, ko-
toraq teäet iz rany, i krovx ubitogo wivotnogo (v åstonskih i karelxskih dia-
lektah rybxq i tœlenxq krovx), a takwe widkostx s primesxœ krovi. Otnositelxno
togo, kakoe iz znaäenij perviäno, suYestvuet dva diametralxno protivopolownyh
mneniq. Äastx issledovatelej otdaœt palxmu pervenstva naimenovaniœ dereva,
kotoroe pozwe stali ispolxzovatx v kaäestve nazvaniq kraski, izgotovlqemoj iz
krasnogo soka i kory olxhi, i kak åvfemizm — dlq oboznaäeniq krovi. Soglasno dru-
goj toäki zreniq, slovo leppä iznaäalxno oboznaäalo krovx i olxha poluäila svoe
nazvanie blagodarq napominaœYemu krovx krasnomu soku.

Ishodq iz obYego svojstva dvuh ponqtij ’olxha’ i ’krovx’ — krasnogo cveta,
mowno obsuditx i tretij variant, t. e. äto i ’krovx’, i ’derevo’ mogli bytx vto-
riänymi znaäeniqmi. Na zapadnyh ostrovah Åstonii lepp i lepu vstreäaœtsq kak
prilagatelxnye, oboznaäaœYie krasnyj cvet. Bolee öiroko komponent lepp-, pe-
redaœYij okrasku, obnaruwivaetsq v nazvaniqh malenxkih krasnyh ptiäek i
bukaöek, naprimer, vo mnogih naimenovaniqh bowxih korovok v åstonskom, vod-
skom, finskom, iworskom i karelxskom qzykah.

Pribaltijsko-finskoe lepp(ä) s opredelennoj dolej somnenij säitaetsq  bal-
tijskim zaimstvovaniem, a mordovskie slova — zaimstvovaniqmi iz pribaltij-
sko-finskih qzykov. Baltijsko-slavqnskie slova, proizoöedöie ot togo we kornq,
oboznaäaœt ponqtiq ’kleitx, klejkij’, ’rybij klej’, ’druwelœbnyj’, ’krasivyj’
i t. d. Uglubivöisx v bolee dalekoe proöloe, ih svqzyvaœt s drevneindijskim
slovom lºepas ’wir; (klejkaq) kraska’.

Vozmowno, pribaltijsko-finskoe i mordovskoe slovo predstavlqet soboj rannee
indoevropejskoe ili protoevropejskoe zaimstvovanie, iznaäalxno oboznaäavöee kra-
sqYee veYestvo. Semantika slova mogla razvivatxsq sleduœYim obrazom. Predpo-
lowim, äto predki pribaltijsko-finskih narodov zaimstvovali iz kakogo-ni-
budx indoevropejskogo dialekta slovo so znaäeniem krasqYego veYestva (skawem,
ohra) i stali primenqtx ego, imenuq tak mestnye koriänevo-krasnye krasqYie
veYestva — olxhovyj dubitelx i krovx. Upotreblenie slova rasöirilosx na oboz-
naäenie koriänevo- i welto-krasnogo cveta, äto posluwilo predposylkoj dlq
poqvleniq komponenta lepp- v nazvaniqh bowxej korovki i ptic.

Nazvanie olxhi (Alnus) obuslovleno osobymi svojstvami i funkciej åtogo
dereva, olxha byla krasqYim derevom. Tem samym rolx olxhi v obrqdah narodnyh
verovanij i magiäeskih dejstvah, a takwe associirovanie soka olxhi s krovxœ
sovsem ne obqzatelxno dolwny byli statx motivom imenovaniq kak dereva, tak
i krovi.
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